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ABSTRACT
Moscow’s intervention in Ukraine since early 2014 marks a dangerous
development in Russian foreign policy that has potentially significant
implications for international security. Russia’s actions in Crimea
and eastern Ukraine are in direct violation of clearly defined norms
of international law. In proclaiming a right to arbitrarily intervene
overseas to safeguard the rights of ethnic Russians overseas, Putin’s
aggressive new foreign policy sets a dangerous precedent for other
countries that may wish to use force to suit their own geostrategic
aspirations. Furthermore, given the security fears in Eastern Europe
that have arisen from Putin’s involvement in Ukraine, it is also
necessary for the Transatlantic Community to adopt a firm response
in underlining international opposition to Russia’s actions. Yet, it is
necessary to avoid viewing Putin’s Russia as an imminent threat to the
security of Eastern Europe that has to be confronted. An analysis of the
current situation in Eastern Europe using the theoretical framework
of the security dilemma suggests that confronting Russia at this stage
may cause an already serious situation to escalate further. Rather, it
is necessary for the Transatlantic Community to respond to Russia’s
involvement in Ukraine with a mixture of firmness and strategic
restraint.
Keywords: Ukraine, Russia, Putin, Security Dilemma
INTRODUCTION
The present moment finds Eastern Europe facing hat it argua ly
its orst crisis since the end of the Cold ar as a result of Russian
President ladimir Putin s apparent am ition to ring a out a return
to the great po er status that Mosco had lost ith the collapse of
the nion of Soviet Socialist Repu lics ( SSR) in
. lthough
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Mosco has denied involvement in the recent unrest in Crimea as ell
as the ongoing, escalating tensions in eastern kraine, such denial is
at est disingenuous in veiling e ternal instigation of violence that is
clearly aimed at ringing parts of kraine into Russia s traditional
sphere of influence. Russia has een uick to hand out its citizenship
to its supporters in South ssetia and khazia in eorgia, as ell
as in Crimea in the kraine, there y ena ling Mosco to proclaim
its right to intervene to protect its ne citizens.1 There is little dispute
that the takeover of the Crimean Peninsula as carried out y Russian
troops via Russia s military ases in the Crimea, or that Russianorganized operatives are ehind the ongoing violence in kraine s
eastern regions.2
In so doing, Russia s actions pose difficult uestions for the
security of Europe. The orders of oth the former Soviet nion as
ell as the Czarist Russian Empire encompass not only kraine,
ut also other no -independent nation-states in Eastern Europe that
are mem ers of the orth tlantic Treaty rganization ( T )
the primary collective security organization of the Transatlantic
Community3, itself formed in
to guard against the threat of Soviet
e pansion during the early years of the Cold ar. urther underscoring
the fears of Eastern Europe that have arisen as a result of Russia s
increasingly assertive posture under Putin are the demographic and
historical characteristics of many of these East European countries.
Many of the latter, like kraine, have large populations of ethnic
Russians ithin their orders, and much of Eastern Europe had suffered
under the domination of communist regimes imposed y Stalin at the
end of the Second orld ar.
I propose to outline my analysis y eginning ith a rief
revie of recent scholarship on security dilemma theory. I then
follo this theoretical ackdrop ith analysis of the intentions ehind
Putin s increasingly assertive foreign policy. This reflects Russian
dissatisfaction ith the political status uo that marked the period
et een the collapse of the Soviet nion in
, and Putin s first
presidency that egan in
. In this regard, the Russian intervention
in kraine is a clear attempt to regain the great po er status that had
een lost amidst the igno ility of the post-Cold ar period. Even
hilst ackno ledging that Putin s intervention in kraine has een
driven y a desire to regain great po er status, rather than a conscious
2
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decision to return to the confrontation of the Cold ar, ho ever, it
is nonetheless necessary for the S and
T to adopt a posture
of diplomatic and security firmness against any further Russian
transgressions into Eastern Europe. This is reflected first ith reference
to key elements of international la that clearly marks Russia s actions
as a violation of international norms of conduct. Secondly, given that
Putin s intervention in kraine has the potential to undermine regional
security in Eastern Europe ( ith potential glo al implications), it
is necessary for the S to affirm the credi ility of the Transatlantic
lliance. This article ill then conclude ith an e amination of ho
signals of diplomatic and military firmness can e adopted ithout
causing unnecessary escalation of an already tense situation.
THE SECURITY DILEMMA IN THE 21ST CENTURY
In the mainstream academic literature, the security dilemma is defined
as a situation in hich the security of a country can only e achieved
at the e pense of its rivals. Such a scenario is illustrated in the cycle
of arms racing, in hich one state ac uires more armaments to defend
itself against e ternal security threats. In so doing, ho ever, a rival
interprets such arms ac uisitions as a sign that the first state is arming
itself to undertake military e pansion for offensive purposes. The
rival state accordingly arms itself as ell to defend against such an
outcome. et, ecause neither side ackno ledges the other s fear,
oth sides assume that their rival is arming out of hostile intentions,
there y leading to a vicious circle of escalating hostility.
More recent literature, ho ever, takes a different interpretation
of the security dilemma. In their
ook, The Security Dilemma:
Fear Cooperation and Trust in World Politics, ooth and heeler
redefined the phenomenon as the t o-level strategic predicament that
policymakers have to address in the formulation of national security
strategy, namely, the dilemma of interpretation, and the dilemma of
response.4 ithin this typology, the dilemma of interpretation reflects
the difficult situation faced y policymakers in attempting to determine
if the security posture of a rival state is driven y hostile intentions
(e.g. for territorial e pansion or ars of con uest) or defensive ones
(e.g. to enhance security).5 hen policymakers resolving a dilemma
of interpretation in the belief that the rival state has hostile intentions,
they thus elieve that they face a strategic challenge .6 nder such
3
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circumstances, they have to address their resulting dilemma of
response: should they adopt a posture of firmness (e.g. sanctions, highprofile military e ercises) to deter the perceived aggressor from further
elligerence r should they adopt a posture of restraint (e.g. seek
a negotiated resolution) in order to ring a out a peaceful outcome
Both courses of action carry elements of risk – a posture of
deterrence has the potential to arouse the security fears of the rival
state even further, there y causing e isting tensions to escalate into
a vicious circle and preventing a peaceful resolution of the crisis (as
reflected in ho the uly Crisis escalated into the irst orld ar).
Conversely, adoption of a posture ased on restraint may have the
effect of undermining the credi ility of deterrence and encouraging the
aggressor state to elieve that further elligerence ill go unopposed,
there y hetting the appetite for con uest (as e emplified y itler s
elief after nglo- rench appeasement during Sudetenland Crisis of
that the azi invasion of Poland ould e met y ac uiescence
in ondon and Paris.)
efore concluding this section on defining the security dilemma,
it ould also e necessary to ackno ledge a further contri ution to
literature on the security dilemma from ooth and heeler. They also
introduce the term security dilemma sensi ility to refer to the a ility
of ability of policymakers to ascertain the possibility that another
states apparently aggressive conduct may e the result of fear, rather
than malice. Particularly crucial in security dilemma sensi ility is the
a ility of policymakers to realize that their o n actions in the past
may have contri uted to their rivals fear in short, ackno ledging
the mutually constitutive nature of the security dilemma.7 nder such
circumstances, security dilemma sensi ility re uires policymakers to
enter into the fears of their rival, implement Confidence and Security
uilding Measures (CS Ms) that address their rivals fears , even
hilst assuaging the security fears of their allies.9
RUSSIA’S GREAT POWER RESURGENCE
Russia s intervention in Crimea and eastern kraine should not e seen
as coming out of the lue. Russia has historically regarded Eastern
Europe in particular, the former Soviet Repu lics of elarus, atvia,
ithuania, Estonia and kraine as its sphere of influence. uring the
4
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early
s, ndrey ozyrev, Russia s first post-Communist oreign
Minister, had coined the term the near a road , to refer to regions
eyond Russia s postorders, over hich Mosco held major
10
interests.
The strategic importance of the ear road is reflected y the
historical legacy of invading armies that marched east ard through
this region in
,
and
.11 iven that the e tent of this
strategic depth as not sufficient in preventing Mosco from coming
under direct attack y the armies of apoleon and itler, it is little
onder that successive generations of Russian and Soviet leaders
have vie ed Eastern Europe as the crucial uffer zone in providing
sufficient strategic depth for the security of Mosco . Such fears ere
thus reflected in Stalin s imposition of a series of Soviet puppet regimes
in Eastern Europe follo ing the end of the Second orld ar. urther
underscoring Russian interests in the former Soviet repu lics in Eastern
Europe is the e istence of sizea le communities of ethnic Russian
stock ho, although privileged during Soviet times, have since faced
discrimination y the post-Communist governments that administer
the former Soviet republics.
nder such circumstances, the e tent of post-Soviet Russia s
impotence as reflected y trends that underscored the do nfall of
Mosco s great po er status follo ing the reakup of the SSR.
ithin Russia, the shock therapy approach to economic reform
that had een undertaken y or achev and eltsin had resulted
idespread economic chaos, ith rampant inflation, structural
unemployment and severe rain drain as Russian intelligentsia
emigrated in search of a etter life overseas. urthermore, the e tent
to hich the once-prestigious Soviet military had lost its operational
edge as highlighted y the prolonged stalemate during Mosco s
attempt to suppress the Chechen separatist movement in
,
and the loss of the su marine ursk in
ith all hands a oard.
More humiliating for Russia, ho ever, as the lack of sensitivity
ith hich the Transatlantic Community formulated diplomatic and
security policy in post-Soviet Europe. In light of the many overland
invasions of Russia that ere staged from the frontiers of Eastern
Europe,
T s lack of sensitivity to Russian interests during the
s underscored Mosco s impotence to a humiliating e tent,
5
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hilst reinforcing Mosco s perception of
T as eing arrogant
and insensitive in failing to accommodate Mosco s interests in
this region. The period since
has seen
T e pansion of its
mem ership to include the SSR s former arsa Pact satellite states,
nota ly ungary, Czechoslovakia, Poland, ithuania, atvia and
Estonia.12 Ascension to NATO membership of the latter four countries
as particularly galling for Russian interests, as it marked
T s
e pansion to the orders of Russia itself.13 Moreover, in 1999, NATO
had undertaken a devastating air campaign against Russia s clientstate, Ser ia in a id to terminate the Ser ian campaign of ethnic
cleansing in osovo.
f particular alarm to Russia as the ush dministration s
installation of Theatre Missile efence (TM ) systems in Poland
and the Czech Repu lic. lthough purported as a non-offensive
measure that safeguarded European security against the threat of
Iran s alleged nuclear missile am itions, Russia has had reason to fear
S cooperation ith Europe in the development of an operational
TM . s early as the
s, the SSR had feared that Reagan s
undertaking of the Star ars missile defense program (and forerunner
of TM ) neutralized the Soviet nuclear arsenal, there y rendering
Mosco vulnera le to nuclear as ell as conventional coercion y
the S and
T . lthough Reagan had discontinued Star ars
in response to or achev s peace feelers during the
s, the ush
dministration s undertaking of TM , alongside S unilateralism
the ar on Terror, as evidence of S am itions at seeking glo al
hegemony. Such ascendancy of S po er, hilst not directly aimed
at Russia, nonetheless had the effect of convincing Russia that it as
to e relegated to a second-rate po er at est, and one hose a ility to
affirm the security of its estern orders ould e eyond its control.
Set against this ackdrop, Putin s agenda in seeking to restore
Russia s prestige as a great po er is understanda le, given his
ackground as a former officer in the Soviet-era
. This as further
evident during Putin s first Presidency (
), ith continued
crackdo ns on the Chechen separatists and affirmation that Chechnya
remained under Russian sovereignty.14 urthermore, as Prime Minister
from
, the Russian media highlighted photographs of him
physically fit, are-chested and on horse- ack, reflecting the traditional
Russian image of a strong man (literally as ell as metaphorically)
6
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capa le of leading the country out of the chaos of the
s as ell as
15
the ongoing glo al economic crisis since
. Moreover, during the
range Revolution in kraine in
that sa the electoral rejection
of the pro-Mosco
iktor anukovych s id for Presidency, Putin
apparently sa
S and E support for kraine s fledgling democracy
as a sign that the Transatlantic Community sought to encircle Russia.16
Seen in this light, hilst Putin s intervention in kraine has
een analogically compared y commentators to itler s occupation
of the Sudetenland in
(and hence evidence of Russian am itions
of orld domination),17 it may instead e argued that Mosco s
increasingly assertive foreign policy posture underscores Russia s
perception that the Transatlantic Community s east ard e pansion
marks a strategic challenge to Russian interests. Such a ackdrop has
thus shaped Putin s am ition in returning Russia to its rightful place
as a great po er in international relations. Prior to the intervention
in kraine, Putin clearly ackno ledged that ringing Russia into a
Cold ar -like collision course ith the Transatlantic Community
as not in Mosco s interests. Putin instead redirected Russia s
focus on e ploiting its vast reserves of oil and natural gas, there y
transforming the economically trou led Russia that Putin inherited,
into a key supplier of estern Europe s energy sector. urthermore,
rather than compete ith the Transatlantic Community for influence in
Europe or the Middle East, Russia consolidated its position in Central
sia, there y maintaining influence over the former Soviet Repu lics
and developing a more cooperative relationship ith China via the
Shanghai Cooperation rganisation.
The increasing shift to ards an assertive Russian foreign
policy as apparent as early as
, hen Putin, as Prime Minister,
orked alongside President mitri Medvedev in intervening against
eorgia during the South ssetian Conflict. s another former Soviet
repu lic, and one that ordered major energy sources ithin Russia,
eorgia too as seen y Mosco as part of its traditional sphere of
influence. In attempting to maintain territorial integrity of the country,
eorgian President Mikheil Saakashvili s coercive clampdo n on
South ssetian separatists had the effect of provoking full Russian
intervention.

7
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Russia s ongoing intervention in kraine has taken a similar
pattern. aving on the
id for Presidency, anukovych s
administration as marked y attempts to align the country a ay
from the E , to ards the em race of Russia (and hence in line ith
Russian aspirations to maintain a friendly uffer zone on its estern
frontiers). t the same time, ho ever, in locking the krainian
peoples aspirations for closer relations ith the E (and hence the
prospect for improved standards of living), anukovych s pro-Russian
policies had the effect of alienating his administration from the large
sections of society, in particular in estern kraine. Com ined ith
allegations of idespread corruption in anokoych s ca inet, the
resulting Euromaiden protests in e ruary
culminated in the
toppling of anokovych from po er. lthough these developments
ere initially elcomed y E circles as vindication of the e pansion
of democracy in Eastern Europe, it as evident that Putin sa these
developments as further E encroachment onto Russia s ear
road , hence triggering the interventions in Crimea as ell as eastern
kraine. Such trends point to hat commentators have referred to as
the Putin octrine , outlining Russia s claim to the right to intervene
any here in the orld to protect the rights of ethnic Russians a road.19
et, even hilst ackno ledging that Putin has reason to vie
the Transatlantic Community s influence in kraine as a strategic
challenge that infringes on Russian geostrategic interests, Putin s
o n intervention in kraine marks a converse security dilemma for
T . If Russia is prepared to engage in the unilateral and ar itrary
use of force in the redra ing its orders to its o n satisfaction, it sets
a dangerous precedent for international relations as ell as the security
of Eastern Europe, given that other states in the latter region also have
significant communities of ethnic Russia stock. Moreover, the past
history of Mosco s domination of Eastern Europe under the Tsarist
and Communist eras, including the use of harsh measures to suppress
local nationalist sentiments, remains a painful memory for many East
Europeans. resurgent nationalist Russia ith an aggressive foreign
policy should thus e regarded as a potential threat to the security,
sovereignty and territorial integrity of the states in Eastern Europe.
Such trends underscore the need for diplomatic firmness on the part of
the Transatlantic Community in affirming the credi ility of deterrence
against Russian claims to do as it pleases ithin Eastern Europe.
There are t o grounds to underline the necessity of the Transatlantic
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Community in adopting a firm diplomatic and security response to
Putin s actions in kraine.
THE CASE FOR FIRMNESS: INTERNATIONAL LAW
nderpinning key norms of state conduct in international relations
is the role of international la , and herein, several key aspects of the
latter undermine the legitimacy of Putin s intervention in Crimea and
the kraine. oremost amongst these is the generally accepted norm
against the use of force in international relations. This as evident as
early as the
ellogg- riand Pact, hich ound signatory-states
not to use force to resolve disputes or conflicts of hatever nature
or of hatever origin they may e, hich may arise among them. 20
This as further affirmed follo ing the out reak of ar et een
apan and China
over the status of Manchuria. apan s initiation
of armed force as condemned y the international community, ith
S President er ert oover and Secretary of State enry Stimson
refusing to de jure acceptance of apan s revision of its territorial
demarcation in Manchuria. In affirming that the apanese invasion
of Manchuria constituted ex injuria jus non oritur ( atin: la does
not arise from injustice ), the oover-Stimson doctrine marked an
emerging rejection of changes in territory resulting from the use of
force.21
urther codifying the emerging norm against the use of force
in international relations as the central role of the Charter of the
nited ations as a yardstick in marking mem ership in the postinternational community. Of particular note is Article 2(4) of the UN
Charter, affirming that ( )ll Mem ers shall refrain in their international
relations from the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity
or political independence of any state. urthermore, it is nota le that
in the decades since
, the use of force has generally een couched
in such euphemistic and am iguous terms that have sought to move
a ay from official government mentions of the ord ar . In other
ords, even if governments formulation of national security strategy
remains rooted in realpolitik, there is also idespread acceptance of
an opinion juris – that is, the acceptance by states that there are clear
norms of conduct that should e follo ed as part of the consensus
that underpins international la - that fro ns on the use of force in
international relations. Ratification of the
Charter is considered
9
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a defining legal instrument in legitimizing mem ership in the orld
ody. s such, Russia s instigation of strife in Crimea follo ing the
Euromaiden protests, and again in cities in eastern kraine, marks a
clear and illegal violation of krainian sovereignty.
urther reflecting the illegitimacy of Russia s involvement
in kraine are the aspects of international la that concern state
succession. Putin had justified intervention in Crimea on the asis
that the peninsula had een ceded to the krainian Socialist Repu lic
y hrushchev at a time hen oth kraine and Russia ere part of
the SSR. iven that Russian interest in the arm- ater ports of the
Crimean Peninsula as an area of core interest dates ack to Tsarist
times, the ceding of the peninsula has een regarded y the majority
of Russians as a historical mistake.22 et, to use this as a starting point
to justify Russia s intervention in Crimea marks a dangerous challenge
to international la in posing a potential Pandora s o of am iguous
territorial claims that have een accumulated over history.
Putin s rejection of hrushchev s ceding of Crimea to kraine
not ithstanding, there are already clear international norms concerning
the territorial status of disputed territories after the reakup of a state,
nota ly the
ienna Convention on Succession of States in respect
of Treaties. rticle of the ienna Convention is particularly clear
on this point, affirming that
.

.

ilateral treaty hich at the date of a succession
of States as in force in respect of the territory to
hich the succession of States relates is considered
as eing in force et een a ne ly independent State
and the other State party hen:
a.
they e pressly so agree or
.
y reason of their conduct they are to e
considered as having so agreed.
treaty considered as eing in force under
paragraph applies in the relations et een the
ne ly independent State and the other State party
from the date of the succession of States, unless a
different intention appears from their agreement or
is other ise esta lished.23

10
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This is made further e plicit y
Convention, declaring that:
.

rticle

of the

ienna

hen under article a treaty is considered as eing
in force et een a ne ly independent State and the
other State party, the treaty:
a.
does not cease to e in force et een them y
reason only of the fact that it has su se uently
een terminated as et een the predecessor
State and the other State party
.
is not suspended in operation as et een
them by reason only of the fact that it has
su se uently een suspended in operation as
et een the predecessor State and the other
State party
c.
is not amended as et een them y reason
only of the fact that it has su se uently een
amended as et een the predecessor State and
the other State party.24

In other ords, ho ever Putin ishes to define the legal status
of Russia as a successor state to the SSR, and the succession of
postkraine to the territories administered y the krainian
Socialist Repu lic, the result is the same that international treaty la
recognizes post-Soviet kraine s inheriting of the Crimean peninsula.
urther supporting the international legal status of Crimea as
part of kraine is the legal precedence esta lished y events prior to
Putin s Presidency. s early as ecem er
, Russia, along ith
the
and S, had signed the udapest Memorandum on Security
ssurances as part of the process of seeking kraine s dismantlement
of the nuclear eapons that iev had inherited follo ing the collapse
of the SSR. f particular interest as that, in signing the udapest
Memorandum, Mosco had accepted the follo ing o ligations to
Ukraine:
.

commitment to kraine, in accordance ith the
principles of the inal ct of the Conference
on Security and Cooperation in Europe, to respect
the independence and sovereignty and the e isting
orders of kraine
11
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o ligation to refrain from the threat or use of
force against the territorial integrity or political
independence of kraine
to refrain from economic coercion designed to
su ordinate to their o n interest the e ercise y
kraine of the rights inherent in its sovereignty and
thus to secure advantages of any kind.25

In other ords, regardless of the circumstances that surrounded
hrushchev s ceding of Crimea to the kraine, Russia, as the successor
state to the SSR, is ound y international treaty la to ackno ledge
that the Crimean Peninsula is a territory that falls under the sovereignty
of kraine. hilst the implications of international la over the status
of Crimea may e politically inconvenient for Putin s image of a
reinvigorated Russia, it ould e an e tremely dangerous precedent
if any state in particular a po erful, influential, permanent mem er
of the nited ations Security Council ( SC) to unilaterally reject
international la to suit its o n interests at the e pense of international
sta ility and security. In setting such a dangerous precedence, it
opens international la to a use y other states illing to use force
to redra international territorial oundaries to suit their geostrategic
and historic aspirations.
THE CASE FOR FIRMNESS: INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
hilst a realist approach to international relations is ased on the
notion that might is right , international ac uiescence to Russia s
involvement in kraine runs the risk of e tremely dangerous
developments in international relations. failure to communicate
diplomatic firmness over Russia s intervention in the kraine ould
signal the ina ility of the international community in opposing
the illegal use of force in international relations and thus eaken
the coherence of the international norm against ar. nder such
circumstances, other states ith territorial am itions of their o n
can point to the Transatlantic Community s eak- illed response
to Russia s involvement in kraine as a legal precedent that ould
o viate international condemnation. In undermining the asis for
international la against the use of force, such a scenario ould ear
a distur ing resem lance to o es characterization of the state of
nature as one here life is solitary, poor, nasty, rutish, and short
12
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in other ords, a orld order in hich states have to compete against
one another in safeguarding their security. If the history of conflict in
preceding centuries is to e reflected upon, a orld of rene ed great
po er rivalry ould e a very grim prospect for the future of the
international community.
The seriousness of such a scenario is highlighted y the potential
geostrategic and historical repercussions for the security of the nations
of Eastern Europe. iven the e tent to hich the political orders of
the region have moved ack and forth, several East European countries
have sizea le communities of ethnic Russian stock. In
, Russia had
intervened in eorgia over the . percent of the eorgian population
of Russian stock kraine, scene of the current Russian involvement,
counts . percent of its population as hailing from Russian descent.
nder such circumstances, other East European and Central sian
former Soviet Repu lics have reason to fear that they too might e
ne t in line for the application of the Putin octrine . s indicated in
Map , more than percent of the populations of Estonia, atvia and
azakhstan are also of the Russian stock. In this regard, it should e
noted that even the comparatively li eral eneral Secretary, Mikhail
or achev, ent to great lengths to suppress the independence activists
of the three altic states (Estonia, atvia and ithuania), suggesting
that, even among Russian li erals, the continuation of Mosco s
influence in the altic trumped rapprochement ith the S.26
eak- illed response to the situation in kraine may result
in the perception ( oth in Mosco as ell as among the other East
European states) that there is little resolve in the European nion
or
T to stop further actions aimed at restoring the prestige that
Mosco had enjoyed during the days of the Soviet nion. This in turn
ears serious conse uences for security in Europe for t o reasons.
irst, a eak- illed E and
T response is likely to convince
Putin that the Transatlantic Community lacks resolve in opposing
Putin s am itions to restore to Mosco the po er and prestige that
had een enjoyed during the era of the Soviet nion. Such a scenario
may em olden Putin into further transgressions into Eastern Europe in
the application of the Putin octrine , or as part of the ider strategy
of restoring Russian great po er status. Either ay, if a failure to
communicate firmness against Russian involvement in kraine leads
to further Russian transgressions in the altic States at a later date,
13
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the prospective cost of such a confrontation ould e e tremely high
for oth
T and Russia. atvia, ithuania and Estonia are
T
mem ers, and a
T -Russian confrontation in the altics ould
mean either outright ar, or either side eing forced into a humiliating
retreat (there y so ing the seeds for yet another confrontation further
do n the line). Such scenarios ould not ode ell for the long-term
security and sta ility of Eastern Europe.
Second, and conversely, the prospect of an aggressive,
e pansionist Mosco seeking a revival of the Soviet Russian empire
is one that significantly arouses the fear of virtually every country
in Eastern and Central Europe. The historical legacy of Mosco s
past influence in Eastern Europe (in the former Soviet Repu lics as
ell as the SSR s arsa Pact satellites) is one of deeply-rooted
antagonism. Many krainians recall the era kno n as the Holodomor
( E termination y unger ) during the
s, hen Stalin s
imposition of the system of collective farms and confiscations of
agricultural output led to the out reak of a famine that killed millions.27
lthough the peoples of the altic States enjoyed a rief period of
independence during the inter ar period from
to
, Soviet
victory during orld ar T o meant the imposition of totalitarian
regimes in the altic that crushed nationalist sentiment. The peoples
of the former East ermany, the Czech and Slovak Repu lics, Poland,
ungary, ulgaria and Romania all suffered during the decades
that follo ed the end of orld ar T o as a result of the Soviet
imposition of harsh, totalitarian regimes. Moreover, a are of their
domestic unpopularity, the Soviet-sponsored regimes in Eastern
Europe maintained regime security y suppressing civil li erties and
nationalist sentiments ith rutal secret police forces. Particularly
traumatic ere the cases of ungary in
and Czechoslovakia in
, hich sa outright invasion y the Red rmy for not adhering
to Soviet ideology. Such a ackdrop in turn underscores the aspirations
of many East Europeans in seeking closer relations ith the E and
T , not only to reach the levels of affluence and social progress
attained in estern Europe during the second half of the th century,
ut also as a security guarantor in the post-Communist orld (it should
e noted that oth Poland and the Czech Repu lic ere enthusiastic
supporters of the ush dministration s undertaking of the TM
program in Europe).
14
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hilst it is true that the mandates of
T and the E do not,
at present, e tend to the security of kraine, it is also important to
think in terms of the sym olic value of a failure to come to the aid of
a small, eak nation facing the prospect of invasion. s noted earlier,
the East European states have reason to e fearful for their o n security
as a result of Putin s adoption of an aggressive ne foreign policy. n
ina ility on the part of the Transatlantic Community to communicate
firmness against Putin s intervention in kraine ould indicate that
the major po ers that provide
T s muscle the S,
, rance
and ermany may not e relied on for security against a Russian
invasion. nder such circumstances, and taking into account the
aforementioned scenario of an em oldened Putin seeking to restore
Mosco s influence in the ear
road, the former Communist
countries of Eastern Europe may instead discount the credi ility of the
T security guarantee, and instead adopt a defense posture ased
on self-reliance. t the same time, ho ever, given the over helming
conventional and nuclear superiority enjoyed y Mosco , there is a
danger that the states of Eastern Europe, fearing alliance a andonment
y
T , may thus vie the development of an independent nuclear
arsenal as a strategic e ualizer against Russian military strength.
Such an outcome is not implausi le follo ing the reakup of
the SSR in
, kraine (along ith elarus and azakhstan)
inherited large num ers of the SSR s nuclear arheads, and had
sought to maintain the latter as a security safeguard against the prospect
of a resurgent Russia. It as only ecause of the security guarantees
that iev received from the S,
and Russia under the udapest
Memorandum in
that the krainian overnment agreed to the
dismantlement the Soviet-era nuclear arheads on its soil. ad iev
the enefit of hindsight in
ith regards to the current situation
posed y Russia s current actions, it is likely that the udapest
Memorandum ould have een rejected in favour of an independent
Ukrainian nuclear arsenal.
Moreover, historical precedence from sia further highlights
the likelihood of ho a small or medium sized country, faced ith
a direct security threat and a avering great po er ally, may seek
an independent nuclear arsenal as its ultimate security guarantee.
ollo ing the out reak of the orean ar in
, the S had
maintained a military presence on the orean Peninsula, ith the
15
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implicit understanding that ashington as prepared to use nuclear
arheads against another orth orean invasion of the South.
ollo ing the uagmire of the ietnam ar, ho ever, in
, S
President Richard i on announced the uam octrine , under
hich ashington ould look to the nation directly threatened to
assume the primary responsi ility of providing the manpo er for its
defense. 29 This speech as particularly alarming for R
President
Park Chung ee, as i on ithdre the S th Infantry Division –
constituting half of the S rmy s strength on the orean Peninsula
in
, at the same time as ashington accelerated the concurrent
S ithdra al from South ietnam.30 earing alliance a andonment
in the face of orth orea s larger military, President Park attempted
the development of an independent South orean nuclear eapons
arsenal.31
Seen in this light, the implications of a eak- illed
T
and E response are significant. failure to adopt a firm posture
against Russia s involvement in kraine may arouse fears of alliance
a andonment, particularly among the ne er mem ers of T . Most
of the East European countries have civilian nuclear plants as ell
as chemical production facilities, oth of hich incorporate dual-use
technology that may e converted to military purposes. hilst the
East European states may face technical difficulties in mastering the
process necessary to cause a nuclear chain reaction – the basis for an
operational nuclear arhead chemical eapons are easier to develop
from scratch, and have thus een referred to y various commentators
as the poor man s nuclear om .32 iven the moral ta oo as ell
as international treaties that prohi it the development of eapons of
Mass estruction ( M ), the potential impact of a M arms race
that may result from East European fears of alliance a andonment y
NATO is a scenario of some concern.
CONCLUSION
These implications thus underline the necessity for the Transatlantic
Community to adopt a firm position in opposing Russia s involvement
in kraine. t the same time, ho ever, it is also necessary, for
several reasons, to alk a fine line in adopting a posture of firmness
in e pressing the international community s disapproval. s noted at
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the eginning of this article, hilst Putin s intervention in kraine
has een compared y commentators to e analogous to itler s
occupation of the Sudetenland in
, this is ased on a simplistic
portrayal of history. This is perhaps understanda le, given the e tent to
hich policymakers as ell as laymen invoke the Second orld ar
as a metaphorical manifestation of ho the orst tendencies in human
nature affect international politics for the orse. Such an interpretation
of history is simplistic, inasmuch as it relies on clich images of the
azi regime. Rather, given the e treme nature of the azi ideology, it
might e more helpful to vie the para le of the itler s id for orld
domination as a historical anomaly, compara le to the campaigns of
orld con uest undertaken y ulius Caesar or enghis han.
s Thomas Christensen noted, ho ever, comparatively fe
statesmen are itlers intent on orld con uest. Rather, Christensen
argued that, hen states undertake e pansion against one another, the
majority of such episodes in history have een driven y the security
fears of one side or the other, rather than am itions of con uest.
Putin s foreign policy is consistent ith this mould of a statesmen,
hose intervention in kraine appears to e driven not y am itions
of orld domination, ut of seeking to advance his interpretation
of Russian security interests in an uncertain orld y regaining the
great po er prestige that Russia had lost follo ing the collapse of the
Soviet nion. nder such circumstances, and recalling ho
T
e pansion during the
s had contri uted to the grounds ell of
Russian nationalism that is supporting Putin s current adventurism
in kraine, imposition of unnecessarily harsh terms on Mosco in
seeking an end to Russia s instigation of the ongoing strife in kraine
ould likely have the effect of forcing Putin into a corner. nder such
circumstances the Russian leadership ould have to either endure a
humiliating retreat on the orld stage (there y reeding long-term
Russian resentment over the perceived arrogance of the est), or e
forced to lash out y escalating an already tense situation in Eastern
Europe.
Moreover, although militarily unprepared for a confrontation
ith
T , Russia is in a strong position to turn a confrontation ith
the Transatlantic Community into a situation that has the potential to
undermine the orld economy. aving undertaken massive investment
and e pansion of its oil and energy sector, Russia is in a strong position
17
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Figure 1: Ethnic Russian population as a percentage of the total
population of East European countries33

to retaliate against attempts at international sanctions aimed at Mosco
y reducing or even terminating the supply of natural gas and oil to
estern Europe. Such a scenario, y posing the prospect of glo al
economic chaos amidst international attempts at economic recovery,
ould make a ad situation orse, possi ly causing the e isting crisis
to escalate eyond the hope of recovery.
Set against this ackdrop, a posture of security dilemma
sensi ility offers the est prospects for e ploring the options for a
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peaceful resolution of the current impasse, hilst hedging against
any further escalation. ithin the current conte t, security dilemma
sensi ility re uires a com ination of firmness and restraint. position
of firmness is necessary in underlining that the international community
ill not ac uiesce to Russia s flagrant violation of international la ,
hilst affirming the credi ility of
T and assuaging the security
fears of other East European states. Such firmness may take the form
of increasing the e tent of the sanctions already in place, or in the
graduated redeployment of S military forces to Europe (the last of
the S rmy s tanks ere ithdra n from Europe in pril
).
Even hilst communicating firmness, ho ever, it is also
necessary to ensure that the Transatlantic Community can offer Putin
a face-saving ay out of the current impasse. If there is to e a longterm resolution of the differences et een Mosco s interests and
those of the Transatlantic Community s, it is crucial that an effort is
made to address the root causes of the current tensions, including the
simmering Russian perception that Mosco s strategic interests in
international relations have een marginalized since the end of the
Cold ar. Such an approach ould e difficult, given that a posture of
restraint to ards Mosco may have the concurrent effect of arousing
East European fears that the Transatlantic Community is prepared
to sacrifice a portion of East European territory to avoid ar ith
Mosco . Rather, it is necessary for the Transatlantic Community to
ensure that any concessions to Russian interests are clearly linked
to reciprocal actions on the part of Putin that demonstrate Russian
strategic restraint ith regards to Eastern Europe.
Such an approach could involve the undertaking of closed-door
dialogue et een the Transatlantic Community and Russia, ena ling
a negotiating process that allo s give-and-take ithout pu licly
making humiliating concessions. In e change for Russian restraint in
Eastern Europe (for instance, a verifia le end to Mosco s instigation
of armed militias in kraine), reciprocal concessions to Russia may
e proffered, such as a graduated lifting of sanctions that have een
imposed since pril. ver time, an improvement in relations et een
the Transatlantic Community and Russia may ena le an environment
conducive for further hedging against further insta ility. Such measures
may include some form of limited autonomy for ethnic Russians in
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kraine, conditional on Russian respect for the territorial integrity of
the former Soviet Republics.
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